
 

DS3 DataVaulting Announces Innovative Online Disaster Recovery

Solution

Deployment with Ideal Innovations Underscores Benefits of Virtualization

for Rapid Recovery of Data During Single Server and Entire Site Losses 

Chantilly, VA…September 16, 2008 - DS3 DataVaulting, a veteran data

management solutions provider and the first in North America to manage a

petabyte of customer restorable data, announced today its Disaster

Recovery Solution, providing rapid data and full application restores via a

fully virtualized environment. Ideal Innovations; a firm providing cutting-

edge technological, scientific, managerial and security solutions to

government and private industry; is utilizing this innovative solution to

strengthen business continuity and lower operational costs.

DS3 DataVaulting’s Disaster Recovery Solution builds on DS3’s proven track

record of data management success, providing a cost effective solution for

online, virtualized recovery of data during both single server and entire site

losses. The solution dramatically reduces the Recovery Time Objective

(RTO) for mission-critical servers without the need for costly, spare hardware

or tapes, delivering fast restores to standby servers on site and to the DS3

DataVaulting data center. Single server failures, which account for the

largest number of data loss instances, are fully and quickly addressed with

near real-time failovers, providing operating level data restores within

minutes. In the unlikely event of a total site failure, all servers can be

quickly restored and made accessible via fully secure, remote access. DS3

significantly increases customer value with scalable, end-to-end disaster

recovery integrating three backup points and unlimited off-site restores. 

Ideal Innovations will utilize the DS3 Disaster Recovery Solution to

significantly increase IT operational efficiencies and continuity. Providing

highly secure technology solutions for civilian and government customers –

including numerous military deployments – Ideal Innovations is reliant on a

secure, rapid and reliable disaster recovery solution that enables their IT

staff to stay fully focused on their critical day-to-day tasks.

“DS3 allows me to function at a high rate of availability so we can keep our

technology working as efficiently as possible while keeping costs down,

enabling us to excel at what we do best,” stated Joshua Mordin, Director of

Information Technology for Ideal Innovations. “DS3 is a true partner and I

know they’ll be there when I need them 24x7, enabling me to focus on core

business operations. I know my data is secure, well maintained and quickly

accessible, making a real difference to my staff and my critical business

missions.”

Stacy Hayes, DS3’s co-founder and COO stated, “The strength of DS3’s

Disaster Recovery Solution lies in its ability to protect data at all levels

through a fully virtual, tape-free environment. We welcome Ideal
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To learn more about DS3
DataVaulting's solutions and how we
can meet your company's needs,
please request a brochure.

Data Vaulting
Laptop & Desktop
Mail Servers
Database Backup and Restore
Message Level Restore
Local Restore
Backup Lifecycle Management (BLM)
LAN Discovery
Professional Services
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Innovations as a Disaster Recovery customer; their business model is a

perfect example of how our scalable and cost effective solution works,

combining the highest levels of security and data availability. The true

peace of mind that comes with data protection at this level is something

that can’t easily be measured, but we’re helping companies like Ideal

Innovations obtain real competitive advantage because of it.”  

# # #

About DS3 DataVaulting 

DS3 DataVaulting was founded in 2002 to provide offsite, online data

backup and restore services which enable customers to rapidly and securely

back up and restore files, databases and operating systems. DS3

DataVaulting is Asigra’s second and largest service provider, and the first in

North America to manage a petabyte of customer restorable data. DS3

DataVaulting uses state-of-the-art software to schedule and perform

backups. DS3 DataVaulting’s software detects and records only block-level

changes, thereby reducing the amount of data which is required to be

transmitted daily for backup. The data is compressed and encrypted onsite

and transmitted via the Internet to the DS3 DataVaulting data vault where it

is stored. Data files are available 24/7 in the event restoration is needed.

Large data restores to support disaster recovery are managed by strict

service level agreements with the customers. For more information, visit

www.ds3datavaulting.com.

About Ideal Innovations

Ideal Innovations, Inc. (I-3) is a northern Virginia based consulting firm

providing cutting-edge technological, scientific, managerial and security

solutions to government and private industry. The company was founded in

1998 by Bob Kocher in response to the US government's urgent need for

specialized, responsive technology consulting in areas directly affecting the

health and safety of deployed forces and US citizens. Most of the

company's top leadership has served in different branches of the US

military. Ideal Innovations has grown rapidly with over 315 employees

working in offices in Virginia, West Virginia, Texas as well as Iraq and

Afghanistan. For more information, visit www.idealinnovations.com.
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